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Abstract: Ten years into the twenty-first century, many small archives are still not using present web
technology. Other archives allow their limited resources and knowledge to dictate a limited web
presence. This limited web presence eliminates many potential users who turn to search engines for
answers. These users are not aware of the archives' resources because they are not web-accessible.
This presentation will focus on innovations in web design, hosting platforms, and other tools that can
be employed by archivists to expand access to their collections. Many of these services are free, open
source programs, or are very affordable. This generation of customizable sites offers a hosting
service and tools for site creation without the user needing to know HTML or other coding
languages. Additionally, widgets such as blog feeds (promote events or collections), galleries
(display online exhibits), or file storage (upload non-EAD finding aids), can be seamlessly integrated
into the site design. The hosts, programs, and platforms featured will be limited, and will focus on
common and well-supported hosts and tools.
Indexing and SEO (Search Engine Optimization) are also important parts of developing a website.
Without indexing, search engines will not be able to locate the website; without SEO, the site might
be found on page five of the search results instead of page one. The presentation will also feature
SEO techniques and rules for content development for increased search engine ranking and
promotion.
Combining this knowledge and these tools, an archivist can create or modify an existing website,
further promoting their collections, and gaining new researchers.
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